SCP AC conference call MINUTES
Monday, March 15th, 2010
3:00-4:30 pm

Present: Sarah Gardner (UCD); Holly Tomren (UCI); Valerie Bross (UCLA); Jim Dooley (UCM), Chair; Jim Clark (UCR), Becky Culbertson (UCSD/SCP); Adolfo Tarango (UCSD/SCP); Nina Meechoonuk (UCSF); Elaine McCracken (UCSB); Lai‐Ying Hsiung (UCSC); Lisa Rowlison de Ortiz (UCB), recorder.

1. Announcements - none

2. Next Gen Melvyl update – update included at end of these minutes
   • NGM Request went live on 2010‐03‐02. No one on the SCP AC has tested the Request function nor heard any comments about it.
   • Progress continues on the ability of NGM to provide access to catalogs other than the primary ILS on each campus. (OCLC programming to enable multi‐ILS functioning for WCL is about to be tested on the UCLA Film and Television Archive catalog).
   • ACTION ITEM: Dooley will ask Sara Layne of the LHR Task Force about the Task Force’s investigation into using separate records for serials.

3. Next Gen Technical Services update
   • Dooley reported on the successful nature of the Friday 2010‐03‐12 meeting of the NGTS Executive and Steering Teams and the chairs of the four resource teams. The current four teams will be discharged of their duties. The group worked on charges for three new teams which will be appointed to carry on the work as lain out by the approved NGTS University Librarian document as presented at the February 2010 UL meeting. It is expected the writing of the charges for the three new teams will be complete by the end of next week; however, information regarding the membership of those teams will take some time, as recommendations will need to be vetted by local campus supervisors and ULs.

4. SCP update
   • The Monthly SCP Update is in progress and is likely to be available by the end of this week.
   • ACTION ITEM: The campus SCP contact information has been updated. Please review your local information and contact Tarango with any corrections. http://www.cdlib.org/services/collections/scp/organization/SCPcontacts.html
   • The SCP response to the Link‐type Survey from the NGM/NGTS subgroup is underway.
• Springer has updated their OCLC records available spreadsheet providing access to approximately 1500 new titles. Records for these works will also be distributed soon.
• SCP Reclamation. UCR and UCB are in process of loading the monographic record files. They are not current with their on-going (regular) record loads. UCI is finished loading reclamation files and is now catching up with the on-going loads; they have loaded files through January 2010. Reclamation clean-up is ongoing by SCP. These files have not yet been distributed.
• Most all problems with access to CRC Press titles have been resolved. **ACTION ITEM:** if anyone finds URL inaccuracies (e.g. URL links to a resource different than expected), please contact SCP.

5. Procedures for selecting a new chair
• The AC voted unanimously to approach the selection of a new chair in the following manner: this year, nominations (including self-nominations) for a new chair and vice-chair will be made to the current Chair. The new chair will serve one year, and the vice chair will serve one year, followed by a one year term as chair. Starting next year, the AC will nominate and select a new vice-chair on an annual basis. As a result, a two year term will be served: first year as vice-chair and second year as chair.
• **ACTION ITEM:** members will email Dooley no later than 2010-04-12 with nominations (or self-nominations) for chair and vice-chair. The term will begin in July 2010.

6. Shibboleth URL request from Terry Toy and Dan Suchy (SOPAG)
• The AC has many questions concerning the purpose and extent of the Shibboleth project. From what little information is presently at hand, it appears the impetus behind the project is to save users from having to perform a “single click” when accessing online resources (whether this is one click per online session or per resource access is not clear). As the project would entail altering more than 450,000 URLs in SCP bibliographic records in addition to numerous campus URLs, and agreement from each resource provider would be necessary, it is unclear whether the project is feasible.
• **ACTION ITEM:** Tarango will have further discussion with D. Suchy regarding the format of the proposed URL changes, the relationship of the project to local campus authentication protocols (e.g. Easy Proxy), the purpose and extent of the project, etc., Tarango will report back to the AC, and Dooley will compose a formal response to Toy and Suchy on behalf of the AC.
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The first report from NGM-NGTS joint TF on LHRs outlining requirements, best practices, and recommendations for campus implementation of LHRs has been posted to the NGM public site:
http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/about/oclc_docs/LHRsSerialsReport1.pdf
and
http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/about/oclc_docs/LHRsSerialsAppA.pdf

The subsequent report, to be submitted by the end of the month, will likely be in the form of added appendices to the existing report. These will include UCSD documentation for LHR creation and maintenance, as well as LHRs and RLFs.

Discussion of the possible advantages of the use the separate-record technique for cataloging e-serials is due to begin the week of March 22.

We are now up to 6 1/2 campuses that have completed loading LHRs for serials: UCLA, UCI, UCSB, UCSD, UCM, UCSC. UC Davis has completed its first batchload, for the Health Sciences Library, with the main library to follow later. Most campuses are now using a fairly granular list of location codes, one per local campus location code.

There is still no further news from OCLC on its task force to work on the granularity of display of holdings data from LHRs in WCL.

The OCLC programming effort to implement Melvyl fulfillment services (Request) in WCL using the OCLC Availability Query (AQ) Service was completed and went live March 2.

The programming to enable campus view of WCL to point to multiple ILSs based on holdings symbols is about to be tested by UCLA’s Film and Television Archive, with release expected in April.

Please let John know if you have any questions or comments.